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Welcome

• Review of patent materials
  – See IEEE 802.16-12-0216-00-Gdoc
Issues from Session #77

• Study Report on Hierarchical Networks
  – Updated as IEEE 802.16-12-0136-00-Gdoc

• Docs reviewed in lieu of ITU-R Liaison Group
  – IEEE 802.16-12-0111-00-Gcon
  – IEEE 802.16-12-0063-00-WGLS
  – Passed to ITU-R Liaison Group (Session #78)

• Balloting schedules
  – IEEE 802.16-12-0119-02
Inputs to Session #78

• Balloting schedule updates
  – IEEE 802.16-12-0119-02
  – http://schedules.wirelessman.org

• “Next Directions for IEEE 802.16 Working Group”
  – IEEE 802.16-12-0222-01-Gcon
  – Reviews WG status
  – Considers future options, including hibernation
  – Proposes initiation of new two new Study Groups
Proposed Agenda

• Wednesday AM1
  – Present and discuss:
    • IEEE 802.16-12-0119-02
    • IEEE 802.16-12-0222-01-Gcon

• Thursday AM1
  – Complete discussion and decision regarding new Study Groups
  – Any other business
  – Complete report